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                Why join us ?
                
  
                            Akuo is proud to be based in pleasant offices designed to provide our employees with a working environment that guarantees their personal development, well-being and safety.
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                Our job vancancies
                
  
                            Join us and contribute to the development of renewable energies!
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                            Agrivoltaic projects to create positive synergies between agricultural and energy production, while enabling energy independence.
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                All our projects
                
  
                            Produce green energy locally while respecting the territories and contributing to harmonious and sustainable development
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                Akuo values and commitments
                
  
                            Activists by nature, not only do we uphold our commitments to our stakeholders, but also more broadly to our planet.
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                            More than a power producer,

we create positive synergies
            
  


              
  
                            We invent and co-construct new models of renewable energy production for the sustainable development of territories
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                            If you are a landowner and would like to allocate land to a project for the future, Akuo can help you put your land to good use. 
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                                We are integrated, innovative and unique renewable energy producers
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                            Since 2007 we have been producing electricity from renewable sources and only renewable sources.
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                            We are an all-round player: from development to financing, from construction to operation to energy sales.
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                            For us, energy production is not an end in itself. We develop an energy model that offers additional benefits to the territories.
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              A project, a question?  Contact our experts
      
        


  

          

    
            

                

    

                      
    
              
                        
        
                    

                
    
                                The Akuo's model of Agrivoltaics: innovation benefiting farmers
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                                Agrivoltaics combines electricity production and agriculture on the same territory: this makes it possible to recreate attractiveness and resilience for its inhabitants and its farmers.
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                                Our projects at the heart of the territories
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                            Floating solar power plant O'MEGA1
            
  


    
                              The O'MEGA1 project, winner of the first semester of the CRE4 call for tenders in 2017, is Akuo's first project based on floating solar technology (Hydrelio® floats by Ciel et Terre). The project is located in the town of Piolenc, in the department of Vaucluse. Developed since 2014 by the Akuo teams, this project invests a site artificialized by years of exploitation by a quarry for the extraction of materials. Enlarged in 2022, the plant boasts a 22 MWp capacity, which still makes it the largest floating solar power plant in France.
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                            Piolenc, Vaucluse, France
            
  


  
                            Solar expertise
            
  


    
                            Power installed 17 MW

Status In exploitation

CO2 emissions avoided per year 1093T
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                            Wind power plant Escalade
            
  


    
                              In 2020, Taaleri SolarWind II, AIP Management and Akuo acquired 93% equity in the project. Akuo was in charge of project management assistance on site and continues to maintain the plant. With a capacity of 336 MW, this plant is one of the 10 largest by size in the country.
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                            Texas, USA
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                            Power installed 336 MW

Status In exploitation

Power supply per year 115,000 home
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                                Reliable and long-term partners, we build sustainable energy solutions with you
            
    


    
    

    

          

    
            
                      
              
                
                  
                
              
              
                
                  
                
              
            

                    
          
            
                                    
                            
                    
                        
  
                            Territories and communities
            
  


  
                            Producing 100% green energy locally, responding to territorial issues while developing economic activity and employment in a reasoned way.
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                            Design renewable energy production facilities that contribute to the transition while securing agricultural production.
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                            Develop the share of renewables in the energy mix of major energy buyers to contribute to their decarbonization objectives.
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                            Participate in the financing of projects to accelerate the massification of renewable and sustainable energy production.
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                            Akuo present on every continents
            
  


                          
          
    
                              Island context, hurricane zone, issues of maintaining network supply : Akuo works all over the world with stakeholders to tackle to the specific challenges of territories.
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Invest every day to actively participate in change


“Sharing, team spirit, international mobility, responsibility, challenge, well-being...“
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                                08/04/2024

            
    

            
              
  
                            🌟 News Alert! 🌟
@[Blerta Kumbaro, MBA]([remove]-), Vice President of Asset Management at Akuo, will be taking the spotlight as the moderator for the panel discussion at the @[Solarplaza] Summit Asset Management in #SanDiego on April 9 – 10 2024.
🗓️ Date: April 9th
🕧 Time: 12:30 PM
🌐 Panel Topic: "How Asset Management Contributes to a Sustainable and Just Future"
📍Hyatt Regency Mission Bay, San Diego, US
Join Blerta and a panel of experts for an engaging 45-minute session where you'll delve into the intricacies of integrating ESG considerations into asset management practices. Discover how we are surpassing traditional metrics to embrace sustainability, social impact, and governance standards, all while aligning solar projects with broader societal goals. It's an unmissable opportunity to gain valuable insights into ensuring robust governance practices in the realm of asset management.
With over 550 attendees, 115+ speakers, and 50+ partners, the Solar Plaza Summit Asset Management promises to be an enlightening and enriching experience for all involved. And as Akuo, we couldn't be prouder to have Blerta represent us on this prestigious platform!
Akuo is ready to make waves at the forefront of sustainable asset management!
Info : https://lnkd.in/eAhbd7fG
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                            🌟 Introducing @[Selma Benzekri], Regional Manager for South East France at @[Agriterra Group]!
Selma walks us through Agriterra's missions, shedding light on the organization's commitment to sustainable agriculture.
⬇️⬇️⬇️
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                                28/03/2024

            
    

            
              
  
                            Florida wind farm celebrates its 10th anniversary!
 
⚡ In 2014, Akuo inaugurated Florida, its first #wind farm in #Uruguay, with a total capacity of 50 MW. Two years later, an extension of the same capacity saw the light of day, bringing the number of households supplied by the farm to over 120,000.
 
🤝🏻 Florida's success is based on close collaboration with local landowners, founded on mutual trust and respect. This lasting relationship is essential to the success of any wind project, and ensures its harmonious integration into the landscape and community.
 
🏫 Akuo has also invested in the renovation of School 74 located near the park. In collaboration with the local authorities, the school was completely renovated to provide the 25 students with a safe and modern learning environment.
 
🌱 With more than 25,000 tonnes of CO2 saved every year, the Florida wind farm actively contributes to the energy transition in Uruguay, a leading country where 81.6% of #electricity comes from low-carbon sources! Source : Ember
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                                21/03/2024

            
    

            
              
  
                            🚀 Do you know about the 2 Tons Workshop?
During the Akuo seminar, all Akuo managers took part in a 2 Tons workshop, an initiative aimed at raising awareness of our carbon footprint and providing keys to limiting it.
But why 2 tons? 
🌡️ To respond to the climate emergency, the 2015 Paris Agreement set clear targets: to keep warming well below +2°C, or even +1.5°C, compared with the pre-industrial era. 
📉 To achieve this, we need to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions, specifically aiming for 2 tonnes CO2 equivalent per year per capita by 2050.
Today, every citizen on the planet emits an average of 4.5 tonnes of CO2 per year and 8 tonnes of CO2 in France. This means we need to divide our emissions by 5 in less than 30 years to reach this target.
The workshop immerses us in a role-playing game that takes into account both individual and collective dimensions, while recognizing the crucial role of influence in transforming society.
Together, we can make a difference
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                            🌬️ Last day at Wind Europe 2024: offshore wind's cornerstone year?
As Wind Europe 2024 draws to a close, we reflect on the journey of the offshore wind sector. Over the past three years, Akuo has been deeply engaged in this dynamic industry, navigating challenges and seizing opportunities.
Amidst this event, it's clear that the offshore #wind landscape is poised for a significant shift. With major projects nearing completion and ambitious tenders being awarded across the globe, it feels like a watershed moment.
🌀For Akuo, being part of this journey is both a privilege and a responsibility. We're proud to contribute to the offshore wind momentum, and we're excited to see what the future holds for this transformative sector.
As the conference comes to a close, let's carry this #energy forward and continue driving progress in offshore wind. The future is bright, and together, we can power a sustainable tomorrow. 
#WindEurope2024 #OffshoreWind #RenewableEnergy 
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                            💡Le saviez-vous : Qu'est ce que l'#éolien flottant ? 
Les éoliennes flottantes sont des éoliennes qui reposent sur des flotteurs positionnés à la surface de l'eau, offrant une flexibilité pour les installer dans les eaux profondes. 
En France, le potentiel de l'éolien flottant est colossal. Il est estimé à 33 GW selon l’@[ADEME], soit une source d'énergie abondante capable de répondre aux besoins de millions de foyers. 
Et offre un potentiel énergétique plus important en :
 🌬️ Produisant plus en tirant profit d'un vent plus fort au large, plus constant et plus puissant
🛠️ Réduisant les couts d'installation et de maintenance par rapport aux éoliennes fixes 
🐟 Œuvrant à une synergie respectueuse avec la biodiversité marine
À travers l'éolien flottant, nous voyons non seulement une solution énergétique viable, mais aussi une opportunité d'accélérer la #transitionénergétique !
https://lnkd.in/eMdDtWxS
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                            💪♀ What if a woman could ignite change, but was silenced by doubt? What if she could lead with power, but faced invisible barriers?
As the world marks International Women's Rights Day, Akuo proudly reaffirms its commitment to advancing gender equality and empowering female leaders through our Women\@Akuo Leadership &amp; Audacity program.
Today, we stand united in celebration of the remarkable achievements of women within Akuo and beyond. Let's continue to challenge norms and shape a future where every woman has the opportunity to thrive. 
Thanks to @[Myriam Pfister](urn:li:person:-pS97GFBGu), @[Audrey FRICOT], @[Samira Benghazi Akhlaki], @[Louisa Hobday]([remove]-RiSc) and @[Céline Reymonnet] for their participation. 
Happy International Women's Rights Day! 
#WomenAtAkuo #InternationalWomensDay #GenderEquality #AkuoPeople
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                            🔌Les élèves de Lherm à la découverte des énergies renouvelables ! 
 
Ce matin, l’école élémentaire René Cassin a ouvert ses portes à Akuo pour une journée dédiée aux énergies renouvelables. 
🎨À travers des activités captivantes et des jeux ludiques, les enfants ont non seulement découvert les secrets de l’énergie solaire, mais ils ont également pris conscience de l'importance cruciale des énergies renouvelables dans la préservation de notre planète. 
 
🎈Cette journée a été bien plus qu'une simple visite de centrale. Elle a été une occasion unique de sensibiliser et d'inspirer les générations futures à faire des choix énergétiques responsables. 
 
En semant les graines de la conscience écologique, nous avons le pouvoir de façonner un avenir plus vert, plus #durable, pour tous.
 
#EnergiesRenouvelables #école #solaire
@[Akuo Foundation]
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                            🚀 Nous recrutons un stagiaire en Affaires Publiques !
Akuo recherche son prochain stagiaire en Affaires Publiques pour une durée de 6 mois, dans nos bureaux de #Marseille ou à #Paris en fonction de vos disponibilités !
Rejoignez notre équipe des Affaires Publiques dans ses missions quotidiennes sur le périmètre France et Outre-Mer d’Akuo. 
Vous interviendrez sur des missions diverses :
💼 auprès des équipes locales
🏛️ d’acteurs publics
dans le cadre des actions institutionnelles du Groupe.
Le poste est à pourvoir au plus vite, étudiants en #IEP, #droit ou école de communication, n’attendez plus pour postuler !
Plus d'infos : https://lnkd.in/e2vzJbQa
#hiring #recrutement
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                            🌟 SunStyle shined bright at the #EU Solar Buildings Strategy Day! 
 
In a remarkable showcase of innovation and commitment to sustainability, @[Stephane Garson], Director of @[SunStyle] and Akuo Indistries took the stage at the workshop "European BIPV manufacturing: a competitiveness key for EU?" held yesterday in #Brussels. 
 
The event was not just a milestone for SunStyle; it was a testament to our unwavering dedication to shaping a more sustainable future. By actively participating in initiatives like @[SEAMLESS-PV Project], funded by the Horizon Europe EU research program, SunStyle continues to pave the way for the widespread adoption of #solarenergy in building infrastructure. 💡🏙️
 
As we reflect on yesterday's success, we are reminded that every tile laid is a step towards a brighter, more sustainable tomorrow.
 
#solartiles #solarpower #renewableenergy 
 @[SolarPower Europe]
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